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Dubberly Design Office analyzed typography 
on Kindle and suggested ways the experience 
of reading might be improved. We have 
produced a sequence of four reports leading 
to specific recommendations.  

The first report provides an overview  
of typography; the second describes 
how computers have changed type and 
typesetting; and the third describes how 
Kindle implements type and typography 
today. We also produced a Kindle Font 
Specimen Book as a supplement to the third 
report. The fourth report suggests ways  
the experience of reading on Kindle might  
be improved. 

All four reports are organized in a similar 
structure, beginning with an overview and 
preceding from glyphs to pages to books to 
collections for Latin and other character sets.
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Introduction

Amazon currently holds the prominent position in the e-book 
market. The company:

– has sold more than 3 million Kindles
– represents the largest e-reader device market share (40%)
– is selling more Kindle e-books than hardcover books
– controls 60% of e-book downloads (through its Kindle store)

Design excellence across the Kindle ecosystem is key to the 
company’s continued success. This includes the design of 
Kindle hardware, software, and related services.  

This book describes the Kindle reading experience 
and how it is generated – first in terms of type on Kindle:  
how letterforms are represented, rendered, and managed; 
and then in terms of typography on Kindle: how e-books 
are encoded, how pages are rendered, and how books are 
published. Throughout, it describes how users interact with 
what they see and the mechanism behind the interface.
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What is Kindle?
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Timeline

2005
Lab126 licences fonts
from Linotype;
adopts FreeType rasterizer

2006
Monotype buys Linotype; 
inherits contracts with Lab126

2007 2008 2009
Lab126 adopts iType rasterizer;
Monotype delivers it embedded 
within FreeType

2010
Monotype signs a contract with Lab126
for iType and the Edge Rasterizer
Lab126 ships iType 4.32

Monotype releases iType 4.4;
Lab126 has not adopted 4.4.

Kindle for PC

Kindle for Mac
iPhone app optimized for iPad

Kindle for Android

Kindle for Windows Phone 7

Kindle for iPhone
Kindle for HP/Palm

Kindle for Nokia
Kindle for BlackBerry

2011 2012

3G
6" screen
167 dpi @ 4-bit

4G
3G sans keyboard (5-way)
167 dpi @ 4-bit

5G
Touchscreen platform
167 dpi @ 4-bit

2G
6" screen
167 dpi @ 4-bit

1G
6" screen
167 dpi @ 2-bit

2013

1G DX
9.7" screen
167 dpi @ 4-bit

2G DX
9.7" screen
167 dpi @ 4-bit

3G DX
9.7" screen
167 dpi @ 4-bit

Amazon acquires Mobipocket

Amazon acquires BookSurge

What Is Kindle?
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Amazon was founded in 1994.
Lab126 was founded in 2004.
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Default Book Screen

3.6-by-4.8-inch screen (6 inches diagonal)

600-by-800-pixel resolution at 167 ppi, 4-bit grayscale

Kindle

www.amazon.com/dp/B002Y27P3M

Kindle DX

www.amazon.com/dp/B002GYWHSQ

5.375-by-7.875-inch screen (9.7 inches diagonal)

824-by-1200-pixel resolution at 150 ppi, 4-bit grayscale

The cornerstone of the Kindle service is the Kindle 
reading device.

Amazon has a goal much larger than selling 
e-readers: it aims to defi ne and revolutionize e-reading.
The “buy once, read everywhere” strategy* has led
Amazon to create a variety of applications for other
platforms which enable users to read their Amazon
books on a variety of different devices.

This page shows the default reading screen on the 
Kindle and the larger Kindle DX. The following pages 
show the same book page from the suite of Kindle 
reading apps.

File Formats

The Kindle handles AZW, TXT, PDF, Audible and 
Audible Enhanced (AA, AAX), MP3, and unprotected 
MOBI and PRC fi les natively. It also handles HTML, 
DOC, JPEG, GIF, PNG, and BMP through free email 
conversion.

Kindle Store

Users access the Kindle Store on the device by clicking 
the menus button, then selecting Shop Kindle Store 
from the menu of options.

What Is Kindle?

* Source:

www.tuaw.com/2010/06/30/bezos-kindle-and-ipad-are-separate-devices/
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Kindle Cross Platform Apps

BlackBerry has various screen sizes, resolutions, and depths.

Blackberry Bold 9700 has 1.959-by-1.469-inch screen (2.44 

inches diagonal), 480-by-360-pixel resolution at 245 ppi

Windows Phone 7 has various sizes, resolutions, and depths.

Samsung Focus has 2.043-by-3.404-inch screen (4 inches 

diagonal), 480-by-800-pixel resolution at 235 ppi

Android has various screen sizes, resolutions, and depths.

Google G1 has 1.778-by-2.667-inch screen (3.2 inches diagonal)

320-by-480-pixel resolution at 180 ppi

Amazon has created a variety of Kindle Cross Platform 
(KCP) applications to enable users to read their Kindle 
books on a variety of devices.

File Formats

The KCP apps handle the AZW format. 
Users cannot save fi les locally, outside of the Kindle app.

Kindle Store

Users access the Kindle Store through the device’s web 
browser which loads a mobile web version of the store.

Android

www.amazon.com/gp/kindle/android/shortUrlRedirect.html

Windows Phone 7

www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/

ref=kcp_wp_ln_ar?docId=1000623751

BlackBerry

www.amazon.com/kindle/blackberry

What Is Kindle?

Images are to scale with previous page.
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Kindle Cross Platform Apps

5.8–by-7.76-inch screen (9.7 inches diagonal)

768-by-1024-pixel resolution at 132 ppi

1.96-by-2.9-inch screen (3.5 inches diagonal)

iPhone 4 has 640-by-960-pixel resolution at 326 ppi

iPhone 3GS has 320-by-480-pixel resolution at 163 ppi

iPhone

www.amazon.com/gp/kindle/iphone

iPad

www.amazon.com/gp/kindle/ipad

What Is Kindle?

Images are to scale with previous page.
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Kindle for PC and Mac

In addition to the KCP apps, Amazon has developed
reading applications for both Windows PCs and Macs.

File Formats

The KCP apps handle the AZW format. 
Kindle newspapers, magazines, and blogs are not 
currently available for Kindle for PC or Mac. Users 
cannot save fi les locally, outside of the Kindle apps.

Kindle Store

Users access the Kindle Store through the computer’s 
web browser which loads a web version of the store.

PC

www.amazon.com/gp/kindle/pc

Mac

www.amazon.com/gp/kindle/mac

What Is Kindle?
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Kindle for the Web

In an effort to extend the buy-once-read-everywhere strategy, 
Amazon will be releasing a Kindle for the Web product.

We believe this will essentially serve up a unique URL to 
the user’s browser.

Note:
The product was not yet released at the time of this 
publication.

Web

www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html?ie=UTF8&docId=1000579091

What Is Kindle?
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Manage Your Kindle

Users can manage the following aspects of their Kindle 
on Amazon’s website:

– Manage device
– Edit
– Register
– Unregister

– Manage mobile devices
– Edit
– Register
– Unregister

– Manage which email accounts can send documents
to your Kindle

– Set the maximum charge allowed for a single document
conversion

– Edit 1-Click payment method
– Edit your country
– Manage your subscriptions

– Review delivery status
– Track open orders
– Manage past orders

– View order details
– Download to computer
– Send wirelessly to device
– Delete title

– Manage personal charges
– Manage synchronization between devices

Users can navigate to this page by following the path below:
Amazon.com > Your Account > Manage Your Kindle
(under the Digital Content section of the page). Download a Kindle title to your computer or send it wirelessly

to a variety of devices via your Manage Your Kindle page.

The entire Manage Your Kindle page on Amazon’s website.

What Is Kindle?



User Kindle

PC/Mac
(Local + Web Apps)

iPad iPhone Android Windows Phone 7 BlackBerry

USB

WiFi

Amazon

Amazon Store

Kindle Store

Locker

BlueTooth
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Accessing Kindle Content

Since Kindle content (books, magazines, newspapers, 
blogs, and games) lives on Amazon’s servers in the 
cloud, there are a variety of ways to access it.

Kindle Device

Users can download, save, and view content directly 
on their Kindle.

PC/Mac

Users can also view Kindle content on their PC/Mac, or 
in a web browser. The desktop version of Kindle saves 
content to the user’s computer where it can be read 
locally. Additionally, users can connect their Kindle to 
their computer via USB and load content directly.

KCP Apps

The content stored on Amazon’s servers can also be 
viewed on a variety of different platforms including 
Apple’s iOS, Google’s Andriod, Microsoft’s Windows 
Phone 7, and RIM’s BlackBerry.

There are plans to develop Kindle apps for
HP/Palm’s webOS and Nokia’s Symbian.

What Is Kindle?



0.0 Home

0.2 Home - Menu

0.1 Collection

ReaderReader Web Browser Settings Kindle Store

3.0 Settings - Page 12.0 Experimental 4.0 Kindle Store1.1 Book

3.1 Settings - Page 22.1 Browser - Bookmarks 4.1 Browse Books

3.2 Settings - Page 32.2 Browser 4.2 Book Detail
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Accessing Content on the Kindle

This illustration shows how users navigate to the 
main applications (sometimes called booklets) on 
the Kindle:

– Home
– Reader
– Web Browser
– Settings
– Kindle Store

Music playback is controlled via the keyboard, 
there is no GUI. Music fi les are played in the order 
they were added to the Kindle – there is a single 
folder (one level of collections) and no nesting.

What Is Kindle?

Users can organize books into 

collections, then open the book 

from within the collection.

Books also can appear on the 

home screen.



audible
documents

Cat s Cradle-asin_B000FA5MUI-type_EBOK-v_0.azw
Cat s Cradle-asin_B000FA5MUI-type_EBOK-v_0.mbp
Cat s Cradle-asin_B000FA5MUI-type_EBOK-v_0.phl

 Kindle_Users_Guide.azw
 Kindle_Users_Guide.mbp
 screen_shot-49519.gif

Thank You Letter-asin_ThankYouLetter_ATVPDKIKX0DER_A3AEGXETSR30VB-type_PSNL-v_0.azw
Thank You Letter-asin_ThankYouLetter_ATVPDKIKX0DER_A3AEGXETSR30VB-type_PSNL-v_0.mbp
The Thin Red Line-asin_B000FC1KNO-type_EBOK-v_0.azw
The Thin Red Line-asin_B000FC1KNO-type_EBOK-v_0.phl
Transferring Your Kindle Content-asin_KindleUpgradeLetter_ATVPDKIKX0DER_A3AEGXETSR30VB-type_PSNL-v_0.azw
Transferring Your Kindle Content-asin_KindleUpgradeLetter_ATVPDKIKX0DER_A3AEGXETSR30VB-type_PSNL-v_0.mbp

music
system
 AudibleActivation.sys
 collections.json
 com.amazon.ebook.booklet.reader
  reader.pref
  sidecar

The_New_Oxford_American_Dictionary.mbp
 Search Indexes
  Index.db
  Index.lg
  y53af89dbb8dd53bb906358e4737c6440
  y0343e13089465162f5b12ad82602f9a6
  yba4c71cb8ea125359e6dc8997b1951df
  ycd31542ef8abe265aabfae7958c90d41
  yd74b319606d9391adc20eb6ea09f7d1e
  yf35ef17beb5884562295f8f5d145be06
 userannotlog.0

Purchases from the Kindle Store
have both .azw + .phl files,
but some also include a .mbp file as well.
(see page 35 for file type explanation)

All pre-loaded documents
have both .azw + .mbp files.

Audio books

Music files (.mp3)

Pre-loaded on Kindle
Purchased from Kindle Store
Created on Kindle
(Shift + Alt + G = Screen Shot)
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Directory Structure

The Kindle uses a micro-USB port for power
and also for transferring content. The Kindle mounts 
as a removable disk when connected to a PC via the 
supplied USB cable. Once connected to a PC, users 
can navigate the contents of the Kindle just as they 
would traditional folder and fi les on their hard drive.

What Is Kindle?



The directory contains a list of documents.

The items highlighted blue above (not in collections) are 

displayed at the top level of the home screen on the right.

Items preceded by colored circles or columns are included in 

collections (games, books, and Amazon docs, respectively).

The items marked with colored circles (in collections) are hidden 

from the top level of the home screen but displayed along side 

items not in collections in the directory structure at left.
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Directory Structure vs User Interface

The Kindle home screen does not show the true 
directory structure to the user; it simply shows 
the list of AZW and PDF documents.

Furthermore, if the user creates collections 
on the device, those are not refl ected back in 
the directory structure.

User InterfaceDirectory Structure

What Is Kindle?



USB

Built in flash 
memory (4GB)

The Kindle mounts as a mass 
storage device when connected 
to a computer via USB cable.
The user can load new files 
or remove/backup files on 
the device. 

Kindle Content Types

E-books

E-documents

Other document types (PDFs, etc)

Audio books

Music files

Newspapers

Magazines

Blogs

User (reader)
Kindle

eReaders

PC / Mac
Kindle for
PC / Mac

Kindle eReader
Software

Proprietary AZW format
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Kindle Service Model
1 This Device Holds Many Books

What Is Kindle?



Built in flash 
memory (4GB)

Users can e-mail files for conversion
to Amazon—at an address reserved
for their Kindle. (Amazon charges
$ 0.10 per file.)

Authors create books from
.txt, .doc, .pdf, and .html files 
as well as from .mobi files 
(a common e-book format).

1
Users employ the 
Kindle document converter 
to convert text in .doc, 
and .html format and 
images in .jpeg, 
.gif, .png, and .bmp. 
into .mobi format.

2

The Kindle mounts as a mass 
storage device when connected 
to a computer via USB cable.
The user can load new files 
or remove/backup files on 
the device. 

A Kindle is linked to a user’s Amazon 
account; the device’s settings are 
configured at Amazon.com. Users buy 
books and subscriptions to magazines 
and newspapers from the Kindle store. 
These are downloaded to the device via 
Wi-Fi or 3G connection. Audio books 
and music files must be downloaded to 
the PC and transferred to the Kindle. 

Converted files can be sent  to the Kindle via 
Wi-Fi or 3G connection or e-mailed back to 
the user who loads them onto the Kindle via 
USB cable.

The Kindle store provides a backup 
library of all purchased titles.

Amazon.com /
Kindle Store

Kindle 
document2 
converter

Amazon Digital
Text Platform (DTP)

Kindle Content Types

E-books

E-documents

Other document types (PDFs, etc)

Audio books

Music files

Newspapers

Magazines

Blogs

USB

Publishers / Authors User (reader)
Kindle

eReaders

PC / Mac
Kindle for
PC / Mac

Kindle eReader
Software

Proprietary AZW format

Internet

Wi-Fi or 3G wireless 
internet connection
(included free, subsidized 
by sharing revenue with AT&T).

To publish to the Kindle 
Store, authors upload a 
file1, enter metadata about 
it, and set a price. DTP 
allows publishers to edit 
books, track sales, and 
change prices.
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Kindle Service Model
2 How Do I Get Content Onto the Device?

What Is Kindle?



Built in flash 
memory (4GB)

Authors create books from
.txt, .doc, .pdf, and .html files 
as well as from .mobi files 
(a common e-book format).

Users employ the 
Kindle document converter 
to convert text in .doc, 
and .html format and 
images in .jpeg, 
.gif, .png, and .bmp. 
into .mobi format.

Kindle eReader software is
available for the PC, Mac, iPhone,
iPad, Android, and BlackBerry.
Kindle books can be purchased
and read on any of these devices. 
Users must have Kindle software 
to purchase Kindle titles.

Users can download Kindle titles 6 times. To share 
with others, the Kindle account must be shared.
A user must de-link his Kindle, allow a second user
to link to his account, and download a file.

A Kindle is linked to a user’s Amazon 
account; the device’s settings are 
configured at Amazon.com. Users buy 
books and subscriptions to magazines 
and newspapers from the Kindle store. 
These are downloaded to the device via 
Wi-Fi or 3G connection. Audio books 
and music files must be downloaded to 
the PC and transferred to the Kindle. 

Whispersync syncs reading 
progress, bookmarks, and 
highlighting across Kindle 
hardware devices and 
other mobile devices.

Amazon.com /
Kindle Store

Amazon Digital
Text Platform (DTP)

Kindle Content Types

E-books

E-documents

Other document types (PDFs, etc)

Audio books

Music files

Newspapers

Magazines

Blogs

Whispersync

Publishers / Authors User (reader)
Kindle

eReaders

PC / Mac iPhone
Kindle for
iPhone

Kindle for
PC / Mac

Kindle eReader
Software

Proprietary AZW format

Kindle for
Android

Kindle for
BlackBerry

Kindle for
iPad

AndroidiPad
KindleSecond

UserBlackBerry

Internet

USB

1 2

The Kindle mounts as a mass 
storage device when connected 
to a computer via USB cable.
The user can load new files 
or remove/backup files on 
the device. 

Converted files can be sent  to the Kindle via 
Wi-Fi or 3G connection or e-mailed back to 
the user who loads them onto the Kindle via 
USB cable.

Kindle 
document2 
converter

Wi-Fi or 3G wireless 
internet connection
(included free, subsidized 
by sharing revenue with AT&T).

To publish to the Kindle 
Store, authors upload a 
file1, enter metadata about 
it, and set a price. DTP 
allows publishers to edit 
books, track sales, and 
change prices.

The Kindle store provides a backup 
library of all purchased titles.

Users can e-mail files for conversion
to Amazon—at an address reserved
for their Kindle. (Amazon charges
$ 0.10 per file.)
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Kindle Service Model
3 Other Devices

What Is Kindle?



Built in flash 
memory (4GB)

Users can e-mail files for conversion
to Amazon—at an address reserved
for their Kindle. (Amazon charges
$ 0.10 per file.)

Authors create books from
.txt, .doc, .pdf, and .html files 
as well as from .mobi files 
(a common e-book format).

Users employ the 
Kindle document converter 
to convert text in .doc, 
and .html format and 
images in .jpeg, 
.gif, .png, and .bmp. 
into .mobi format.

Users can download Kindle titles 6 times. To share 
with others, the Kindle account must be shared.
A user must de-link his Kindle, allow a second user
to link to his account, and download a file.

Kindle integrates with Facebook and 
Twitter. Users can share highlighted 
book passages. A link is posted on 
Facebook and Twitter that connects to a 
page on Amazon with the highlighted 
passages.

A Kindle is linked to a user’s Amazon 
account; the device’s settings are 
configured at Amazon.com. Users buy 
books and subscriptions to magazines 
and newspapers from the Kindle store. 
These are downloaded to the device via 
Wi-Fi or 3G connection. Audio books 
and music files must be downloaded to 
the PC and transferred to the Kindle. 

Converted files can be sent  to the Kindle via 
Wi-Fi or 3G connection or e-mailed back to 
the user who loads them onto the Kindle via 
USB cable.

The Kindle store provides a backup 
library of all purchased titles.

Popular highlights are sent with the 
purchased e-book.

Amazon.com /
Kindle Store

Twitter / FacebookKindle 
document2

converter

Amazon Digital
Text Platform (DTP)

Kindle Content Types

E-books

E-documents

Other document types (PDFs, etc)

Audio books

Music files

Newspapers

Magazines

Blogs

Publishers / Authors User (reader)
Kindle

eReaders

PC / Mac iPhone
Kindle for
iPhone

Kindle for
PC / Mac

Kindle eReader
Software

Proprietary AZW format

Kindle for
Android

Kindle for
BlackBerry

Kindle for
iPad

AndroidiPad
Kindle FriendsSecond

UserBlackBerry

Internet

To publish to the Kindle 
Store, authors upload a 
file1, enter metadata about 
it, and set a price. DTP 
allows publishers to edit 
books, track sales, and 
change prices.

Kindle eReader software is
available for the PC, Mac, iPhone,
iPad, Android, and BlackBerry.
Kindle books can be purchased
and read on any of these devices. 
Users must have Kindle software 
to purchase Kindle titles.

Whispersync

USB

Whispersync syncs reading 
progress, bookmarks, and 
highlighting across Kindle 
hardware devices and 
other mobile devices.

1 2

The Kindle mounts as a mass 
storage device when connected 
to a computer via USB cable.
The user can load new files 
or remove/backup files on 
the device. 

Wi-Fi or 3G wireless 
internet connection
(included free, subsidized 
by sharing revenue with AT&T).
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Kindle Service Model
4 Highlights, Twitter, Facebook

What Is Kindle?



Cover TOC
Notes 

& 
Marks

High-

lights

¶1 ¶2

On fi rst opening 

the book – go to fi rst 

page of fi rst chapter.

Go to... Notes Highlights

The Go to... menu allows a user to 

move to any page or location.

The Go to... menu allows 

a user to move to the 

cover, TOC, beginning 

and end of the book.

Random Access

Serial Access

Chapter Paging

On subsequent openings 

of the book – go to last 

viewed page.

Metadata not 

part of book.

Paging
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Kindle Navigation Paths

What Is Kindle?

Users can navigate Kindle e-books in multiple ways. The next/previous 
page buttons enable serial access from page-to-page, and the 5-way 
enables serial access from chapter-to-chapter. In addition to serial 
access navigation, the Go to... menu, View Notes and Marks, and View 
Popular Highlights allow for random access navigation, which allows 
users to jump to specifi ed points in the book that are not sequential. 



Pressing  the buttons on the left or 

right sides of the device displays the 

next or previous page

A reverse screen image of the next page is displayed fi rst, then 

the normal screen image. 

The screen is displayed reversed quickly as a way of ensuring 

that no traces of the previous page will remain. It is unclear why 

a solid black screen is not used instead. 
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Paging

What Is Kindle?



Books with chapter bookmarks built-in can be navigated via 

the 5-way (left and right) – pressing the 5-way displays the 

fi rst page of the next chapter
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Chapter Paging

What Is Kindle?



Selection Made Result DisplayedTable of Contents

The 5-way can be used to navigate the Table of Contents; 

however there is no indication of which chapter is selected. 

The dictionary is activated for words in the chapter titles 

while navigating the Table of Contents.
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Table of Contents

What Is Kindle?



Default Go to... Menu Selecting a Go to... Option Selection DisplayedAccessing Go to...

Users must open the Sym menu to enter numbers, and 

then select Page or Location to specify what kind of 

number they have entered.

When accessed, the default is for the user to enter text; 

however the only text that can be entered is numbers, 

which require the Sym menu to be opened fi rst – if 

the Sym menu is not opened, typing on the keypad 

produces no results.

Go to... is the default selected option in Menu
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Go to...

What Is Kindle?



Search Field Search Results Result DisplayedAccessing Search This Book

After the user selects a result, the Reader presents the 

full page containing the result. The searched for term is 

not highlighted. 

Search results are presented as a text list; searched for 

terms are highlighted. The results page is navigated via 

the 5-way and selected with the 5-way center button.

The search fi eld is overlayed on screen.Search This Book is accessed via the Menu.
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Search This Book

What Is Kindle?



Full Listing Recursive Dictionary Search DictionaryShort Dictionary Entry, in Book

The New Oxford American Dictionary 

is the default dictionary; it can’t be 

changed. Alternate dictionaries can be 

purchased; they are accessed in the 

same way as other books and can’t be 

called up while reading in the same way 

as the built-in dictionary.

Typing in the search fi eld activates the dictionary search, which 

lists the word in the search fi eld and a list of terms that follow it 

alphabetically. Using the 5-way to select a term and pressing the 

return key will bring up the full listing for that term.

Moving the cursor with the 5-way while in a dictionary entry 

activates the on-page dictionary. 

If the cursor is moved, the search fi eld disappears and can’t 

be retrieved.

Dictionary search is activated by typing while on a full 

listing screen.
The on-page dictionary is activated by using the 5-way to 

move the cursor around the screen. A full listing for the 

selected word is accessed by pressing the return key.
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Dictionary

Kindle features a built-in dictionary. Moving the cursor 
around the screen activates the dictionary, and clicking the 
center button on the 5-way brings up a full entry for the 
selected word. It is also possible to search the dictionary.

What Is Kindle?



Bookmark Added Reviewing BookmarksEntering a Bookmark

Bookmarks are accessed via the Menu and allow a user 

to return to the bookmarked page.
Bookmarks are added by opening the Menu and 

selecting Add a Bookmark.

Bookmarks are indicated by a dog-eared page 

graphic in the upper right corner of the screen.

In the Notes & Marks menu, 

bookmarks are also indicated by a 

dog-eared page graphic.
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Bookmarks

Bookmarks can be left in Kindle e-books.

What Is Kindle?



Accessing All Notes Viewing All Notes for a BookEntering a Note Reviewing a Note

Notes (and bookmarks and highlights) can be 

reviewed from a listing (accessed via the Menu).

When reading later, moving the cursor onto a note number will 

reveal the text of the note. 

Notes can be added by using the 5-way to move the cursor and 

typing when it is positioned at the appropriate place. 

Reversed out note numbers make an 

unsightly blotch on the page
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Notes

Users can create notes in their e-books; however there is no 
way to turn on all notes so that they will all be visible while 
reading (without individually selecting them).

What Is Kindle?



Highlighted Text Viewing a Note Attached to a HighlightHighlighting Text

User entered highlights are represented by a solid gray 

line. Highlights can have notes attached to them. Using the 

5-way to select a highlight number enables a user to access

the attached note.

When a highlight has been accessed, the underline turns black. 

Highlight text is positioned relative to the highlight and intended to 

never cover the highlight.

When using the 5-way to move the cursor on the screen, 

pressing the center button begins the highlight process. 

Once in highlight mode, moving the cursor will highlight 

text beginning from where the center button was pressed.
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Highlights

Kindle users can add highlights that will be 
saved. Highlights can have notes attached to 
them – both the highlight and the note can be 
shared on Facebook and Twitter.

There is no way to activate all notes 
attached to highlights so they will be visible 
while reading.

What Is Kindle?



Popular Highlights Menu Viewing a Popular HighlightSelecting Popular Highlights in the Menu

When a popular highlight is accessed, it appears at the top of the 

screen, and users are given the option of exposing how many 

people have highlighted the selection.Highlights are represented by a solid line. Popular Highlights are represented by a dashed line.
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Popular Highlights

Popular highlights – an aggregation of 
the most popular highlighted passages 
added by other users – are also accessible 
for most books. Popular highlights can be 
turned on or off in the settings menu.

The popular highlights feature makes 
use of an algorithm for determining what is 
and is not “popular” – some cut-off number 
below which highlights are not deemed 
popular – this number appears to be three.

What Is Kindle?



Highlights shared on Facebook include links to 

purchase the book on Amazon.
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Social 

Highlights can be shared on Facebook and Twitter.

Sharing Highlights Confi rmation of a Shared Highlight Shared Highlight on Facebook

What Is Kindle?
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Social 

Logging in to Twitter is diffi cult due to the reduced 
size of the login forms.

Accessing Twitter Twitter Login

What Is Kindle?



Footnote Display “Back to Text”Footnote Indication Accessing a Footnote

Footnotes and endnotes are located at the end of the e-book, 

regardless of where the original books placed them (at the 

bottom of the page or at the end of the chapter/book). 

When returning to the text from the footnote, often it is 

unclear where in the text the reader has travelled to – the 

original note is sometimes no longer on the screen. 

Note numbers can be clicked on to access the footnote.Footnotes are indicated by an underlined superscript number. 

Spacing between the note number and text it refers to is 

awkward, with the note number sometimes being further from 

the text it refers to than the following text.
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Footnotes

What Is Kindle?

Footnotes in Kindle e-books are always located at the 
end of the book.
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International Support

Sold in country x

x

x

x

-

x

-

-

x

x

-

-

Q3 2011?

x

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

x

-

-

Q3 2011?

x

-

x

-

x

-

-

Fonts built in 
and displayed in 
Reader

Fonts built in
and displayed in 
UI (fully localized)

Whispersync 
network in 
country

Level of Support

Country Availability

U.S. France Italy Germany Spain China Japan KoreaKindle is currently not sold in:

Afghanistan
Algeria
Azerbaijan
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Brunei Darussalam
Burkina Faso
Chad
China?
Cuba
Djibouti
Egypt
Eritrea
Gambia
Guinea
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Korea?
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan

Lebanon
Libya
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Mauritania
Morocco
Niger
Nigeria
Oman
Pakistan
Palestinian Territories 
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Singapore?
Somalia
Sudan
Syrian Arab Republic
Tajikistan
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
United Arab Emirates
Uzbekistan
Yemen

Source: logkindle.com/2009/10/international-release-of-kindle-2/

What Is Kindle?
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Application Features

Mobi 8
.prc, .mobi, .azw

x

x

x

x

x

Caecilia

Helvetica Neue

Kindle Symbol

Code2000

Blackbox

Ying Hei (CH)

Monotype Sung (CH)

TB Gothic (JP)

TB Mincho (JP)

HY Gothic (KR)

HY MyeongJo (KR)

-

-

x

x

x

x

Caecilia

Helvetica Neue

Kindle Symbol

Code2000

Blackbox

MHei (Simplifi ed CH)

MHei (Traditional CH)

Heisei Maru Gothic (JP)

Hangul Gothic (KR)*

-

-

x

x

-

-

Georgia

x

-

x

x

-

-

Droid Serif
Georgia?

x

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

x

-

-

Georgia

x

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

Georgia

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Georgia

-

Topaz
.tpz, .azw1

Mobi 7
.prc, .mobi, .azw

PDF
.pdf

Web Browser
.html

Typefaces

Hyphenation

Features

Applications

Amazon
Kindle Today
(Kindle and Kindle DX)

Amazon
Kindle Future
(Kindle, Kindle DX, +++)

Apple
iOS
(iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch)

Google
Android

RIM
BlackBerry OS
New OS/UI coming to US

Microsoft
Windows Phone 7
Developed outside

HP/Palm
webOS
via SDK

Nokia
Symbian

Apple OS Windows Kindle 
for the Web

* Installed but doesn’t display

What Is Kindle?
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How Does Kindle Encode Fonts?
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How Does Kindle Encode Fonts?

Fonts Available on Kindle

1. Caecilia

Caecilia Medium
Caecilia Medium Italic
Caecilia Bold
Caecilia Bold Italic

Caecilia Condensed Medium
Caecilia Condensed Medium Italic
Caecilia Condensed Bold
Caecilia Condensed Bold Italic

4. Code2000

Code2000 Regular

7. MHei (Traditional Chinese)

電 買 開 東 車 紅 無 鳥 熱 時 語 佛 

惠 德 拜 黑 冰 兔 妒 聽 證 龍 賣 龜 

歲 戰 關 鐵 圖 團 轉 廣 惡 豐 腦 雜 

壓 雞 樂 氣 廳 聲 學 體 點 貓 蟲 舊 

會 萬 盜 寶 國 醫

電 買 開 東 車 紅 無 鳥 熱 時 語 佛 電 買 開 東 車 紅 無 鳥 熱 時 語 佛 

惠 德 拜 黑 冰 兔 妒 聽 證 龍 賣 龜 惠 德 拜 黑 冰 兔 妒 聽 證 龍 賣 龜 

歲 戰 關 鐵 圖 團 轉 廣 惡 豐 腦 雜 歲 戰 關 鐵 圖 團 轉 廣 惡 豐 腦 雜 

壓 雞 樂 氣 廳 聲 學 體 點 貓 蟲 舊 壓 雞 樂 氣 廳 聲 學 體 點 貓 蟲 舊 

會 萬 盜 寶 國 醫會 萬 盜 寶 國 醫

2. Helvetica Neue

Helvetica Neue Medium
Helvetica Neue Medium Italic
Helvetica Neue Bold
Helvetica Neue Bold Italic

5. Blackbox

Blackbox Regular
Blackbox Italic
Blackbox Bold
Blackbox Bold Italic

8. Heisei Maru Gothic (Japanese)

あ い う え お

か き く け こ

さ し す せ そ

た ち つ て と

な に ぬ ね の

は ひ ふ へ ほ

ま み む め も

や     ゆ     よ

ら り る れ ろ

わ ゐ     ゑ を

ん

3. Kindle Symbol

6. MHei (Simplifi ed Chinese)

电 买 开 东 车 红 无 鸟 热 时 语 佛 

惠 德 拜 黑 冰 兔 妒 听 证 龙 卖 龟 

岁 战 关 铁 图 团 转 广 恶 丰 脑 杂 

压 鸡 乐 气 厅 声 学 体 点 猫 虫 旧 

会 万 盗 宝 国 医

电 买 开 东 车 红 无 鸟 热 时 语 佛 电 买 开 东 车 红 无 鸟 热 时 语 佛 

惠 德 拜 黑 冰 兔 妒 听 证 龙 卖 龟 惠 德 拜 黑 冰 兔 妒 听 证 龙 卖 龟 

岁 战 关 铁 图 团 转 广 恶 丰 脑 杂 岁 战 关 铁 图 团 转 广 恶 丰 脑 杂 

压 鸡 乐 气 厅 声 学 体 点 猫 虫 旧 压 鸡 乐 气 厅 声 学 体 点 猫 虫 旧 

会 万 盗 宝 国 医会 万 盗 宝 国 医

9. Hangul Gothic (Korean)

ㄱ ㄲ ㄴ ㄷ ㄸ ㄹ ㅁ

ㅂ ㅃ ㅅ ㅆ ㅇ ㅈ ㅉ

ㅊ ㅋ ㅌ ㅍ ㅎ

ㅏ ㅐ ㅑ ㅒ ㅓ ㅔ ㅕ

ㅖ ㅗ ㅘ ㅙ ㅚ ㅛ ㅜ

ㅝ ㅞ ㅟ ㅠ ㅡ ㅢ ㅣ

あ い う え おあ い う え お

か き く け こか き く け こ

さ し す せ そさ し す せ そ

た ち つ て とた ち つ て と

な に ぬ ね のな に ぬ ね の

は ひ ふ へ ほは ひ ふ へ ほ

ま み む め もま み む め も

や     ゆ     よや     ゆ     よ

ら り る れ ろら り る れ ろ

わ ゐ     ゑ をわ ゐ     ゑ を

ん

ㄱ ㄲ ㄴ ㄷ ㄸ ㄹ ㅁㄱ ㄲ ㄴ ㄷ ㄸ ㄹ ㅁ

ㅂ ㅃ ㅅ ㅆ ㅇ ㅈ ㅉㅂ ㅃ ㅅ ㅆ ㅇ ㅈ ㅉ

ㅊ ㅋ ㅌ ㅍ ㅎㅊ ㅋ ㅌ ㅍ ㅎ

ㅏ ㅐ ㅑ ㅒ ㅓ ㅔ ㅕㅏ ㅐ ㅑ ㅒ ㅓ ㅔ ㅕ

ㅖ ㅗ ㅘ ㅙ ㅚ ㅛ ㅜㅖ ㅗ ㅘ ㅙ ㅚ ㅛ ㅜ

ㅝ ㅞ ㅟ ㅠ ㅡ ㅢ ㅣㅝ ㅞ ㅟ ㅠ ㅡ ㅢ ㅣ

The third generation Kindle and Kindle DX models currently 
include nine fonts: 

1 Caecilia
2 Helvetica Neue
3 Kindle Symbol
4 Code2000
5 Blackbox
6 MHei (Simplifi ed Chinese)
7 MHei (Traditional Chinese)
8 Heisei Maru Gothic (Japanese)
9 Hangul Gothic (Korean)

The condensed versions of Caecilia is algorithmically generated 
from the regular outlines. 

Please see the Kindle Font Specimen Book for screenshots and 
detailed tables (code pages) showing every character from every 
font available in the Kindle today.

5

Kindle
Font  
Specimen
Book

Dubberly Design Office

Version 1.0
March 1, 2011

Prepared by
Dubberly Design Office
2501 Harrison Street, #7
San Francisco, CA 94110

415 648 9799
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Aliased Helvetica

100% 400%

In addition to the fonts listed on the previous page, 
Kindle also includes a special version of Helvetica 
Neue that has no anti-aliasing. It is used sparingly in 
buttons and search fi elds as a way to speed up type 
rendering – generating anti-aliased bitmaps requires 
more computational resources than aliased bitmaps.

Anti-aliased Helvetica Neue

Aliased Helvetica Neue

How Does Kindle Encode Fonts?
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How Does Kindle Render Fonts?
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How Does Kindle Render Fonts?

iType Continuous Stroke Modulation

Monotype supplies the iType font rendering engine 
used in Kindle. The iType font rendering engine 
controls how font outlines are rendered into bitmaps. 
This gives a high degree of control over how bitmaps 
appear on screen by providing options that allow the 
font outlines to be sharpened or softened.

Normal ThinnerThicker

Softer

Sharper

There are two dimensions of tuning that can be 

applied to font appearance. Font tuning takes 

place before the device is shipped and allows for 

a large amount of fl exibility and control over 

how glyph bitmaps are rendered.



Latin + Cyrillic + Greek Symbols
Blackbox *†
Publishers can specify by using
<code> tags in HTML.

Latin + Cyrillic + Greek Symbols
Caecilia *†
Defaults as regular, users can select
condensed (auto-condensed).

Latin + Cyrillic + Greek Symbols
Helvetica *†
Users can select sans serif.

Symbols
Kindle Symbol

Simplified Traditional HangulKatakanaHiraganaSymbolsLatin + Cyrillic + Greek Arabic
Devanagari
Hebrew
Thai
and many others

Code2000

?

If no glyph, then try

From source look for Unicode ID in

If no glyph, then try

Kanji KanjiKatakanaHiraganaLatin + Cyrillic + Greek Symbols
Heisei Maru Gothic (Japanese) *
CP-932+ Character Set

If no glyph, then try

Hanja Hanja HangulKatakanaHiraganaLatin + Cyrillic + Greek Symbols
Hangul Gothic (Korean) *
CP-949 Character set

If no glyph, then try

If no glyph, then display

“.notdef” missing character glyph

Latin + Cyrillic + Greek Simplified TraditionalSymbols KatakanaHiragana
MHei (Simplified Chinese) *
GB 18030 Character Set

If no glyph, then try

TraditionalSimplified KatakanaHiraganaLatin + Cyrillic + Greek Symbols
MHei (Traditional Chinese) *
CP-950 + HKSCS Character Set

J

Font Linking Tree order 
for CJK languages

K

CS

CT

1

2

3

4

4

1

2

3

4

3

1

2

4

3

2

1

Ja
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If no glyph, then try
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Font Linking Tree

This diagram shows the default order in which the 
layout manager searches fonts to fi nd characters. 
Caecilia is the fi rst choice (because it’s optimized 
for e-ink).

If the layout manager can’t fi nd the correct 
character, then it moves down the list and 
searches the next font until it fi nds the character. 
Code2000 is the last choice (because it has a very 
large but low-quality character set). If none of the 
fonts contain the character, then the “.notdef” 
missing character glyph is displayed.

For CJK fonts, the language of the content 
determines which fallback order is used.

This diagram also shows that many of the 
fonts have overlapping character sets.

Kindle supports tags from HTML 1,
e.g. bold, italic, code.

* Regular and Bold

† Italic and Bold Italic

How Does Kindle Render Fonts?
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A variety of text options are available

by pressing the  AA  button on the Kindle keyboard.

This section walks through each of the text options

and shows how the text appearance is affected.

What Can Users Change

When Reading a (Mobi 7) Kindle Book?



AA
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Text Options for Books (AZW)

Book Text Options Panel Open

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?

Text options change depending on the type of 
content being viewed.



Magazine Blog

AA AA AA
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Text Options for Newspapers, Magazines, Blogs (AZW)

Newspaper

Text Options Panel Open Text Options Panel Open Text Options Panel Open

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?



AA
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Text Options for Websites (HTML)

Website Text Options Panel Open

Text options change depending on the type of 
content being viewed.

The eight pre-determined type sizes for books

are replaced with fi ve percentage options.

Typeface, Line Spacing, Words per Line, and Text-to-Speech

are all disabled. Screen Rotation remains enabled.

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?



AA
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Text Options for PDF Documents

Text options change depending on the type of 
content being viewed.

Document Text Options Panel Open

The eight pre-determined type sizes for books

are replaced with fi ve percentage options.

There are also fi ve contrast settings.

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?



AA
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Text Options for PDF Documents: Zooming

Once zoomed in, the user can navigate the page with 

the 5-way controller.

When accessing a PDF document, the default zoom level is for 

“fi t-to-screen”.

Additional zoom levels can be accessed via the text options menu.

MenuFit-to-screen 150%

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?



AA
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Text Options for PDF Documents: Contrast

When accessing a PDF document, the default zoom level is 

for “fi t-to-screen”.

Additional contrast levels can be accessed via the text 

options menu.

MenuDefault Contrast options

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?



Text Options Panel Open Text Options Panel Open Text Options Panel Open

AA AA AA
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Text Options for Games (AZW)

Game

Text options change depending on the game.

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?



Unfortunate page breaks place the next title at the bottom of 

the page and separate it from the paragraph that follows.

Full justifi cation creates awkward word spacing.
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Type Size

Setting One

25 point titles, 17 point text
Setting Two

32 point titles, 19 point text

Default Setting

Setting Three

34 point titles, 21 point text
Setting Four

36 point titles, 25 point text

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?



Full justifi cation creates awkward word spacing and justifi cation 

errors resulting from not enough words on a line and a 

maximum allowed word-spacing limit being reached.
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Type Size

Setting Five

40 point titles, 31 point text
Setting Six

48 point titles, 36 point text
Setting Seven

70 point titles, 60 point text
Setting Eight

93 point titles, 86 point text (not shown)

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?
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Typeface

Default Setting

Regular

Caecilia Roman 
Condensed

Caecilia Condensed 
Sans-serif

Helvetica Neue

Set in Caecilia regular, 

the fi rst line fi ts eight words per line.

Average characters per line: 47

Because Caecilia condensed is narrower, the fi rst line fi ts ten 

words per line. One would imagine more text would fi t on the 

page, thus changing the amount of locations. Curiously, the 

same amount of text fi ts, and the locations remain the same.

Average characters per line: 53

Helvetica has a narrower set width than Caecilia regular, but 

not as narrow as Caecilia condensed. Curiously, the line height 

(leading) changes from 25 pixels used with both versions of 

Caecilia, to 22 pixels for Helvetica, thus fi tting more text per 

page and changing the number of locations.

Average characters per line: 50

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?



With the small setting, 

there are 24 lines (11 locations) on this page.

There are 29 lines per screen when the whole page is displayed in 

the primary body text size with no paragraph or section breaks.

With the medium setting, 

there are 22 lines (10 locations) on this page.

With the large setting, 

there are 20 lines (9 locations) on this page.

1
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Line Spacing

Default Setting

Small

25 pixel line height for text
Medium

28 pixel line height for text
Large

31 pixel line height for text

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?
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Words Per Line [Margins]
Default Setting

Default

40 pixel margins
Fewer

80 pixel margins
Fewest

120 pixel margins

Set in Caecilia regular,

the fi rst line fi ts eight words per line.

Set in Caecilia regular,

the fi rst line fi ts seven words per line.

Set in Caecilia regular,

the fi rst line fi ts six words per line.

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?
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Screen Rotation

Default Setting

Portrait Landscape

The screen can be oriented so the keyboard is below or above.

The screen can be oriented so the keyboard is on the right or left.

What Can Users Change When Reading a Kindle Book?
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How Does Kindle Encode Documents?



Amazon Whispersync
Amazon’s proprietary format.
Based on the Mobipocket standard with a
slightly different serial number scheme
(it uses an asterisk instead of a dollar sign)
and its own DRM formatting.
With or without DRM:

- Device ID
- Username + Password
- Generic key

Can be renamed .mobi or .prc
to be read by Mobipocket Reader on a PC.

Metadata File
Contains bookmarks, annotations,
and last read location.
Automatically created by system.

.AZW

.MBP

Popular Highlights
Contains “popular highlights” page references.

.PHL

Topaz
Basically AZW + embedded fonts.
Different compression than MOBI.
Removes image size restrictions?

Came from search within books.
OCR scans of printed books is 95% accurate,
e.g., 3 errors per page.
The system groups similar letters
in a process called “binning”
and creates a synthetic font.
There are typically 20,000 to 40,000
characters in a single TPZ file.

Metadata File
Contains bookmarks, annotations,
and last read location.
Automatically created by system.

.TPZ

.TAN

Portable Document Format
Created by Adobe,
now an ISO open standard.

Encapsulates original document
appearance/formatting.

Fonts and font size
cannot be changed.

Metadata File
Contains bookmarks, annotations,
and last read location.
Automatically created by system.

.PDF

Electronic Publishing
Popular open format defined by
IDPF (International Digital Publishing Forum).

Composed of three open standards:
- OPS (Open Publication Structure)
- OPF (Open Packaging Format)
- OCF (Open Container Format)

Based on XHTML + XML
with optional CSS.
With or without DRM.

Not supported by Kindle.

.EPUB

Mobipocket/
Palm Resource Compiler
Used by the Mobipocket Reader.
It may have a MOBI extension,
or it may have a PRC extension.

PalmOS only supports PRC
(Palm Resource Compiler)
and PDB (Palm Data Base).

.MOBI/

.PRC

.PDR

pairs w
ith

pairs w
ith

pairs w
ith

som
etim

es pairs w
ith

same except for
embedded, synthetic fonts

same except for
different DRM scheme

Compatible with Kindle
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E-book File Formats

There are a multitude of e-book fi le 
formats, the dominant one being ePub, 
which is based on XHTML and XML. 
EPub is not supported by Kindle.

MOBI, PRC, and AZW are all 
essentially the same fi le types with 
slight changes between them, typically 
how DRM is handled.

How Does Kindle Encode Documents?
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Inside E-book Files

Here we show an e-book fi le opened within an HTML 
editor application alongside the same e-book fi le as 
rendered and displayed by the Kindle.

One can see where the image is specifi ed at the top 
of the page, as well as the individual paragraphs of text.

Mobi fi les are encrypted, so they cannot be opened 
by users – the result of opening a mobi fi le in a text editor 
would be a mess of code. If the fi le is un-encrypted, one 
will see HTML. 

Mobi 7 is HTML 1
Mobi 8 is HTML 5

E-book File in Text Editor E-book File in Kindle

How Does Kindle Encode Documents?
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Topaz 

Editor

Document is 

scanned.

Topaz recognizes both 

characters and words, and 

includes a de-hyphenation 

feature.

Topaz recognizes “fl ows”, 

allowing it to parse the primary 

text, page numbers, headers, 

footers, tables, sidebars, TOCs, 

etc.

The Topaz editor allows an author to check 

and edit the automatically generated fl ows 

before publishing the document.

Layout is analyzedLayout image analyzed Sorted “fl ows” sent to 

editor application

Characters

Primary text

Page number

Words

Hyphens

Topaz creates an 

individual image 

of each glyph in the 

document.

Glyph images are 

stored in a database.

Glyph images are 

run through optical 

character recognition 

software.

O
C

R
 resu

lts an
alyzed

99.5% of glyph 

images are 

recognized by the 

OCR software.

A single Bézier curve 

outline for each 

glyph is placed into 

a table to create a 

synthetic font.

For all recognized 

“a”s, Topaz fi nds the 

best example and 

makes an outline from 

this glyph image.

“a”

“?”

0.5% of glyph 

images are 

unrecognizable 

by the OCR 

software.

A unique Bézier 

curve outline is 

created for all 

unrecognized 

glyphs.

Synthetic font 

combined with text 

and text fl ows.

The glyph table contains a single 

instance of each recognized glyph 

and a bin of unrecognized glyphs 

that each occur only once. 

Output e-book document with 

searchable text, which maintains 

the font style of the original but 

can be re-fl owed for better use in 

e-book readers.
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Topaz

How Does Kindle Encode Documents?
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How Does Kindle Render Documents?



Drivers
- video driver
- communications manager
- power manager
- etc.

Web Browser

Screen SaverSettings

Audible Kindle Applications

Framework System Services
Java

Third-party
KDK 
Applications

Freetype API
(module container)

Embedded
iType Module

Linux
version 2.6.10

CPU
Freescale 532 MHz, ARM-11, 90 nm

Home
(File browser)

Kindle Store

E-ink
Controller Chip

Frame Buffer

Mobi 7 Library
Java

PDF Library
(from Foxit)

Topaz Library
C++

Reader
- manages Reader UI (Viewer API)
- manages interface to libraries
- manages annotations

.tpz

.azw1
.prc
.mobi
.azw

.pdf

User

E-Ink Screen

JVM (Java Virtual Machine)

MC 142 PDP, AWT graphics

JNI (Java Native Interface)

Microwindows
Draw character [unicode value] at location [x,y]
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How Does Kindle Render Documents?

Second Generation 
Rendering Stack

As implemented for 3G.



Drivers
- video driver
- communications manager
- power manager
- etc.

Web Browser

Screen SaverSettings

Audible

Framework System Services
Java

GTK (Graphic Tool Kit)

C++
JVM (Java Virtual Machine)

CVM

Web App Framework

WebKit Swing GUI

Freetype API
(module container)

Embedded
iType Module

X11 windows

Pango
Language-sensitive line layout

Cairo
Open source HarfBuzz shaper

Linux
version 2.6.10

CPU
Freescale 532 MHz, ARM-11, 90 nm

Home
(File browser)

Kindle Store

E-ink
Controller Chip

Frame Buffer

Mobi 7 Library
Java

Mobi 8 Library PDF Library
(from Foxit)

Topaz Library
C++

Reader
- manages Reader UI (Viewer API)
- manages interface to libraries
- manages annotations

.prc

.mobi

.azw

.tpz

.azw1
.prc
.mobi
.azw

.pdf

User

E-Ink Screen Kindle Applications Third-party
KDK 
Applications
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How Does Kindle Render Documents?

Third Generation

Rendering Stack

As implemented for 4G.
Changes from third generation are shown in blue.

Fourth generation stack currently in development.



Paint

Paint 

Component

Glyph

Cache

User Files

Book

ReaderHomeDrivers

Layout Engine

Screen 

Manager

File 

Browser

Hardware 

Driver

Event

Listener

Layout

Manager

Rendering Engine

Glyph 

Generator

User Settings

request
page 
layout

retrieve char. string
+ formatting

retrieve style data

request glyph bitm
aps &

 kerning data

send page layout

send painted page

call

If data exists: A
If no data exists: B

se
nd

 re
nd

er
ed

 
bi

tm
ap

s

send outlines 
& sidebearings

se
nd

 
ke

rn
in

g 
da

ta

send glyph bitmaps 
& kerning data

se
nd

 g
ly

ph
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itm
ap

s 
&

 k
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ng
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at

a

cache bitmaps & kerning data

call

se
nd

 to
 

sc
re

en

se
nd

  t
o 

sc
re

en

user presses 
next page button

user sees then

return new page

request 
new screen layout

send 
mouse 
event

send event 
signal

key signal 
detected by

request page draw

write

write

Font File Library

Font

Kerning
Pairs

Side
bearingsOutlines

Negative Page
Screen Buffer

Positive Page
Screen Buffer

B

A

1

2

3

4

Typesetter

Page

Composer

Line

Composer

request 
line layout

return
line layout

5

6

7

8

9

Style

Cache

User
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Kindle Page Display Process (for AZW fi les)

How Does Kindle Render Documents?



– +Page Layout

–
+

Fo
nt

 R
en

de
rin

g

EPUB

MOBI

AZW
Fonts optimized for Kindle.

Layout restricted.

Ideal
Even better fonts.

Flexible layout.

PDF
Very flexible layout.

Fonts okay at large sizes
but not optimized for Kindle.

TPZ
Restricted layout.

Fonts auto-generated
from original scans.
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Font Rendering + Page Layout Matrix

As noted in Understanding Typography, the two aspects of quality 
typography are font rendering (individual letters) and page layout 
(how those letters are combined to create a page).

We’ve taken these two aspects and created a two-by-two matrix 
and plotted the existing fi le formats. All formats have both strengths 
and weaknesses in either dimension. The ideal format should have 
greater strengths in both font rendering and page layout.

How Does Kindle Render Documents?
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This page has a total of eight locations.

According to the Kindle User’s Guide:
“Locations are the digital answer to page numbers. Changing the 
text size on Kindle also changes the page numbering, but with 
locations, you return to the same place every time regardless of 
the text size.”

Position equals byte offset in a string of text.
Location equals position divided by 150.
Technically, there are 150 bytes of information per location.

Locations

This page has a total of ten locations.

The last location is 

carried over to the 

next page.

How Does Kindle Render Documents?
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Page Numbers

Newer books have both 

page numbers and locations

Kindle e-books now provide page numbers in addition to locations. 

“Our customers have told us they want real page numbers 
that match the page numbers in print books so they can easily 
reference and cite passages, and read alongside others in a book 
club or class.”

Page numbers correspond to a particular edition of the print 
version – information regarding the particular edition referenced 
can be found in the book’s front matter.

Page numbers and locations 

are not always displayed

Readers are now given both page numbers (that refer 

to a specifi c print edition) and locations as ways to keep 

track of their place in a book.

When a user is reading an e-book, 

only the percentage complete is displayed. 

How Does Kindle Render Documents?
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How Do You Publish a Kindle Book?
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Publishing Tools

How Do You Publish a Kindle Book?

Kindle Plugin for Adobe InDesign

KindleGen

Kindle Previewer

Kindle provides several tools, free on the Amazon 
website, to aid publishers in creating Kindle readable 
e-books. However, the current tools are diffi cult to use
and require expert knowledge of either the command
line or Adobe InDesign. The tools consist of:

– KindleGen: A command line tool for converting
existing HTML, XHTML, XML, or ePub source fi les into
Kindle’s AZW fi le format

– An Adobe InDesign plug-in that can be used to output
InDesign documents in the Kindle AZW format

– Kindle Previewer: An emulator for previewing how
books will display on Kindle devices and applications

Publishing for Kindle is incredibly diffi cult. For 
example, the need for additional fi les such as NCX is 
not clear, nor is the syntax for navigating that works 
with the Go to ... options.



Digital source files Kindle-ready filesAmazon apps

Command line interface.
Only app officially
supported by Amazon.

Emulates:
- Kindle, 6"
- Kindle DX, 9.7"
- Kindle for iPhone, 3.5"
- Kindle for iPad, 9.7"

Reads:
.AZW
.MOBI
.PRC
.EPUB

.NCX enables hierarchical TOC
with jump-to-sections.

Users LockerPhysical Books
Magazines + newspapers?

Digital Books

Amazon Amazon’s proprietary format.

* Not all books that have 
access to the TPZ format are 
published in this format.

.HTML

.XHTML

.XML (OPF/IDPF)

.EPUB

KindleGen

Supports:
Text font size
- Font style
- Special 

characters
Text alignment
- Left
- Right
- Center
- Justified
Paragraph 
alignment
- Left
- Right
- Center
- Justified

Book features
- Cover page
- Internal links
- Bullets 

and numberings
- Table of contents
- Color
Tables
- Table structure

InDesign Plug-In

publish

Individual Authors
Blurb + LuLu?

self-publish

included in
business deal with

scans + creates
Automated 
OCR process

Kindle Previewer

saved as

also have access to design source files

Support for other apps
like Quark or PageMaker?

uploaded to purchases
stored in

.HTML

.PDF

.DOC

.TXT

.RTF
etc.

open in

.INDD

.INDB

.INDD
use the

exports

exports

.AZW

.PRC

.MOBI (+ .NCX?)
How does the publisher
know which format to select?

eligible for

.MOBI (+ .NCX?)

eligible for

>_

Kindle

PC/Mac

iPad

iPhone

Android

BlackBerry

syncs via
Whispersync
over Wi-Fi/3G

Kindle Store

iterate as necessary

or

op
en

 in
op

en
 in

Basically AZW + embedded fonts.
Different compression than MOBI.
Both DRM and DRM-free?
Creates .TAN metadata file?

Who’s eligible to publish?
What’s the sign-up process?
What’s the content approval process?

Publishers

.TPZ

.AZW

.MOBI
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Kindle Publishing Program (for English book/textbook publishers in the U.S.)

How Do You Publish a Kindle Book?
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Kindle Direct Publishing

Kindle Direct Publishing is a platform for self-publishing. The 
service allows authors to upload e-books, and to sell them 
on Amazon.com. There are also extensive guidelines for how 
to create an e-book, recommendations for what to include 
(e.g. front matter, contents page, etc.), and what kinds of 
content are appropriate.

How Do You Publish a Kindle Book?
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Glossary

Technical terms gathered from our research. 

Included here for quick reference. 
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Glossary

PFR

Portable Font Resource.

Stroked font

Object-oriented format for describing characters as 
strokes, contrasted with outlined fonts.

Topaz (.tpz)

Amazon’s proprietary fi le format. This format results 
from the OCR scanning of physical, published books. 
This process is performed by Amazon.

T1

Type 1, an old Postscript font format.

TT

TrueType

TTC

TrueType Collection

Whispersync

A service which syncs reading progress, bookmarks, 
and highlighting across Kindle hardware devices 
and other mobile devices.

ACT

A form of compression.

Cairo

A 2D drawing library.

CATT

Compact Asian Technology for TrueType, a 
Monotype proprietary font format.

CCC

A form of compression.

CFF

Compact Font Format, a.k.a. Postscript Type 2.

CJK

Chinese, Japanese, Korean.

CSM

Continuous Stroke Modulation, a Monotype 
proprietary technology for adjusting font contrast 
and sharpness. This is something like applying the 
gamut curve function in Photoshop to a rendered 
font image (assumes gray scale).

DRM

Digital Rights Management, typically refers to 
software for limiting distribution.

DTP

Digital Text Platform, a service for users to self-
publish books for sale in the Kindle Store.

Edge tuning

Allows for altering the density of any pixel to be 
sharper or softer, thicker or thinner. Fonts are tuned 
before being shipped with a device.

FreeType

Open source font renderer.

iType

Monotype proprietary font renderer, can be 
embedded in FreeType.

iType connect

“Glue” that connects iType to other environments.

Linked font or font linking

Replaces single large font resource with multiple 
linked fi les, implies reduced duplication; see also 
dynamic linking.

MTI

Monotype Imaging font format.

Open VG

A 2D vector graphics format.

Pango

Open source text rendering and layout engine.




